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1 INTRODUCTION 1 

In February 2015, then-President Barack Obama signed Executive Order 13691, 2 
describing the critical need for cybersecurity information sharing and strongly 3 
encouraging the formation and development of Information Sharing and Analysis 4 
Organizations (ISAOs).  5 

An ISAO is “any entity or collaboration created or employed by public- or private-6 
sector organizations for the purposes of— 7 

• gathering and analyzing critical cyber and related information in order 8 
better to understand security problems and interdependencies related to 9 
cyber systems, so as to ensure their availability, integrity, and reliability; 10 

• communicating or disclosing critical cyber and related information to help 11 
prevent, detect, mitigate, or recover from, the effects of an interference, 12 
compromise, or incapacitation of critical cyber systems; and 13 

• voluntarily disseminating critical cyber and related information to its 14 
members; federal, state, and local governments; or any other entities that 15 
may be of assistance in carrying out the purposes specified above.” 16 

In the three full years since the executive order was issued, a significant number 17 
of public and private organizations have responded to this national imperative 18 
and have begun to share cybersecurity threat information, improve collective 19 
understanding of the threat environment, increase security and preparedness, 20 
and collaborate on best practices. This cohesive public and private community-21 
based cooperation has enabled ISAO members and partners to become 22 
stronger, safer, and more resilient. Information sharing at the state, local, tribal, 23 
and territorial (SLTT) level has similar manifest value and should be targeted for 24 
expansion. Many private and governmental entities, however, have not yet 25 
undertaken effective cybersecurity threat information sharing, some out of 26 
reluctance, others for lack of knowledge. Accordingly, this primer provides a 27 
resource for facilitating effective cybersecurity sharing and analysis within states 28 
for those already participating in the arena and for those who should be. The 29 
matters presented include the following:  30 

• A business case for SLTT information sharing 31 

• The identification of state-level stakeholders 32 

• Potential organizational models for the governance and administration of a 33 
state-level information-sharing program 34 

• Discussion of various relevant state-level services and capabilities 35 

• A framework for state-level partnerships and coordination between states 36 

• Identification of potential sources of funding 37 

• Public and private partnership mutual advantages in collaboration. 38 
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2 BUSINESS CASE: THE VALUE OF STATE-LEVEL 39 

INFORMATION SHARING 40 

The cyber-threat landscape is both complex and still rapidly evolving. Current 41 
dangers include “Zero Day” exploits, malware, distributed denial of service, 42 
extortion, ransomware, and social engineering. Targets include critical 43 
infrastructure, universities, banking, health care, public utilities, election facilities 44 
and machinery, supply chains, cloud services, and Internet of Things (IoT) 45 
devices, among others. Threat actors range from hacktivists to nation states and 46 
their agents seeking strategic advantage, affecting political processes, and 47 
generally conducting furtive cyber warfare to criminals seeking financial gain. 48 
Each of these threats poses a significant risk to the core interests of every state 49 
and its dependent citizenry, particularly with respect to the vulnerability of the 50 
services its citizens depend upon. 51 

In this challenging environment, state governments have a legal and practical 52 
responsibility to lead the development, delivery, and maintenance of 53 
cybersecurity programs that ensure the public safety and welfare of their 54 
residents and the security state facilities and minimize threats to information 55 
resources. At the same time, it is demonstrably clear that private-sector entities, 56 
which are directly affected by cyber threats, may have useful capabilities and 57 
experience that overburdened public bureaucracies lack in sufficiency. Thus, 58 
information sharing is a critical component and multiplier of meaningful cyber 59 
awareness and response. 60 

Executed effectively, a state-wide information-sharing initiative can provide 61 
stakeholders with enhanced awareness of emerging and specific threats as well 62 
as best practices to mitigate or reduce risk. Many state initiatives also envision 63 
economic development opportunities arising from effective information-sharing 64 
environments. 65 

Through multi-state information sharing and analysis centers (MS-ISACs) and 66 
fusion centers, states provide and receive cybersecurity information from other 67 
states, the federal government, and private-sector partners. Within some states, 68 
however, information sharing is less mature, lacking both sufficient structure and 69 
effectiveness. Enacting and executing an information-sharing strategy raises the 70 
collective security of state and local agencies. It provides a foundation for a 71 
comprehensive state approach to cybersecurity; improves coordination and 72 
awareness; increases and improves state operations; enhances safety, 73 
emergency management, and delivery of services; safeguards data-driven 74 
government; and helps to preserve critical infrastructure and advance the state 75 
and local economy. Information sharing also benefits the private sector, both in 76 
terms of gaining information to strengthen security in the present and advancing 77 
relationships that produce benefits in the future, especially in what likely will 78 
prove times of crisis. Recent events suggest that in many cases, both 79 
government and the private sector share the same enemies and threats. 80 
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3 STATE-LEVEL SERVICES AND CAPABILITIES 81 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 82 

If states were to conduct an inventory of information sharing and analysis 83 
services and capabilities as they relate to cybersecurity, many of them would find 84 
that they already have a number of these in place. However, the maturity levels 85 
for these services and capabilities and the degree that they are implemented will 86 
vary greatly from state to state. One of the values that a state-level ISAO can 87 
realize is the ability to centralize and streamline information sharing and analysis 88 
services and capabilities that are being used. Considering the basic ISAO 89 
services and capabilities, we start with a few basic definitions. First, a service is 90 
defined as a task, process, or product that an ISAO provides to its members. A 91 
capability is a task or process that the ISAO is able to perform for internal support 92 
or operational necessity. A capability is not necessarily a service, but a service is 93 
always a capability. For example, an ISAO might have email as an internal 94 
capability but choose not to offer email accounts as a service to its membership. 95 
ISAO publication 100-2 provided a comprehensive list of ISAO services and 96 
capabilities, which also are located in Appendix A. These services and 97 
capabilities were categorized into three levels: Foundational, Advanced, and 98 
Unique. Foundational services and capabilities have been further defined in an 99 
upcoming publication by the ISAO-SO Services and Capabilities Working Group. 100 
One of the more difficult steps for a state-level ISAO is choosing which services 101 
and capabilities to implement. There are several factors to consider when 102 
choosing which to deploy: cost, system admin support, upkeep, technical 103 
proficiency, and personnel/staff.  104 

3.2 FOUNDATIONAL SERVICES AND CAPABILITIES 105 

As mentioned above, ISAO 100-2 introduced a list of ISAO services and 106 
capabilities. It stated that “foundational services and capabilities are generally 107 
considered baseline services for most ISAOs, but are established based on the 108 
needs of its members. They might include using a standard method to send and 109 
receive cyber threat intelligence, vetting members (a trust capability), and storing 110 
cybersecurity information, to name a few. The first group of services and 111 
capabilities discussed were in the foundational category.“1 Those foundational 112 
descriptions were amplified as the collection and dissemination of information, 113 
analysis, surveying members, and facilitating member information sharing. 114 
Ongoing work to expand on the descriptions of foundational services and 115 
                                            
 

 

1 See https://www.isao.org/products/isao-100-2-guidelines-for-establishing-
an-isao/ 

 

https://www.isao.org/products/isao-100-2-guidelines-for-establishing-an-isao/
https://www.isao.org/products/isao-100-2-guidelines-for-establishing-an-isao/
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capabilities has been undertaken by the ISAO-SO Capabilities and Services 116 
Working Group. Its work product is in the final stages of publication. That 117 
publication will assist ISAOs by providing a truly comprehensive review of the 118 
foundational services and capabilities of a model ISAO. In practical terms, the 119 
governing body and the leadership of an ISAO should determine the extent to 120 
which its own services and capabilities will map to the ISAO foundational 121 
services and capabilities. Those functions ultimately selected must meet the 122 
actual needs of the membership and align to the ISAOs strategic goals, mission, 123 
and vision. 124 

3.3 STATE ISAO SERVICES AND CAPABILITIES 125 

This section sets forth a review of services and capabilities that current state-126 
level ISAOs are providing. This list is not meant to be all-inclusive. It is indicative 127 
of the services and capabilities that are now provided by several state-level 128 
ISAOs, including the Indiana ISAC, New Jersey Cybersecurity Communication 129 
Integration Cell, LA-SAFE, MS-ISAC, and Michigan ISAC.  130 

• Security awareness, training, and education 131 

• Partnerships: public, private, and academic 132 

• Cyber indicator sharing 133 

• Cyber-threat intelligence 134 

• Cyber-threat analysis 135 

• Security operations center (managed security services provider) 136 

• K-12 137 

 Local 138 

 County 139 

 Higher education 140 

• Forensic and incident response 141 

• Malware reverse engineering and analysis 142 

• Cyber training and tablet-top exercises  143 

• Cyber advisories, news, alerts, bulletins, and vendor security alerts 144 

• Membership service 145 

 Member surveys 146 

 Working groups 147 

 Conferences 148 

• Vulnerability assessments 149 
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• Vulnerability management 150 

• Cyber incident response planning. 151 

Such services and capabilities are not necessarily provided or maintained at the 152 
same level of depth and maturity. And those that are chosen to be implemented 153 
should meet the most pressing strategic needs of the particular state-level ISAO. 154 
A given ISAO initially might be expected only to implement a basic array of 155 
functionalities. Such a course is advantageous in that it offers an economical 156 
approach to the adoption of new technologies, requires less staff to implement 157 
support, and creates a limited, controllable amount of issues requiring resolution. 158 
Approaching development in this way also allows for the effective creation of a 159 
base upon which to add new functionalities as experience and conditions might 160 
warrant.  161 

4 STATE-LEVEL PARTNERSHIPS 162 

Note: An additional resource concerning the intersection of private-sector ISAO 163 
capabilities and state-level efforts will be available upon publication of ISAO 164 
6001, “State-Level Enabling and Partnering with Private-Sector ISAOs.” 165 

4.1 OUTREACH AND COLLABORATION 166 

It is a clear national policy imperative for government and industry to better 167 
collaborate to improve cybersecurity resilience. Presidential Policy Directive 21 168 
declares, “Greater information sharing within the government and with the private 169 
sector can and must be done,” and the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) 170 
“shall conduct an analysis of the existing public-private partnership model and 171 
recommend options for improving the effectiveness of the partnership in both the 172 
physical and cyber space.” Toward this end, the Executive Order on Information 173 
Sharing calls for the establishment of ISAOs to effectuate this public-private 174 
sharing ecosystem. 175 

Consistent with this national approach, it is highly advantageous for the state 176 
ISAO model to provide robust and effective collaboration mechanisms with the 177 
private sector, and particularly other ISAOs. 178 

The efficacy of states sharing with private-sector counterparts through ISAOs has 179 
been magnified by two congruent conditions. First, state capacities are already 180 
stretched thin, both because of budgetary constraints and because of expanding 181 
threats affecting state interests. For example, while much of the states’ attention 182 
to cyber matters has been directed at protection of the physical critical 183 
infrastructure, such as public utilities and healthcare facilities, recently 184 
demonstrated foreign attempts at interference in the election process have added 185 
to the cybersecurity agenda of the states, which have the constitutional 186 
responsibility to conduct and administer both state and federal elections. Second, 187 
and relatedly, the private sector has a diversity of experience and a variety of 188 
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capabilities that the public sector lacks, but from which the public sector can 189 
greatly benefit.  190 

A separate consideration for fostering effective outreach mechanisms, aside from 191 
resilience, is to enable statewide adoption of information sharing to assure wider 192 
distribution of its benefits. Moreover, outreach activities might provide efficiencies 193 
and scale, including cost sharing, that could reduce the costs of participation in 194 
ISAOs and further encourage their development. 195 

We also note that American technological advancement and world-leading 196 
success following World War II, and continuing through the age of development 197 
of computers and other technologies, was the manifest result of tripartite 198 
cooperation among government, private industry, and academia. At its best, the 199 
ISAO movement can recreate that kind of triumvirate, which is key to 200 
successfully dealing with the multifarious cybersecurity threat that all sectors 201 
increasingly face. 202 

Through effective collaboration, up and down the market and laterally across 203 
public-private partnerships, stakeholders are afforded greater opportunities to 204 
participate in ISAO efforts and to facilitate the creation of new capabilities within 205 
the basic ISAO model.  206 

4.2 ACADEMIC 207 

Building relationships, creating partnerships, and collaborating with academic 208 
institutions can be extremely valuable for the state-level ISAO and academic 209 
institutions. There are a few distinct advantages that basic academic or higher 210 
education institutions bring to the table that can be extremely valuable to the 211 
state-level ISAO. Most academic institutions are focused on research and have 212 
access to students who seek opportunities to gain hands-on experience in 213 
cybersecurity. Their faculties also have access to outside research opportunities. 214 
Partnerships with the academic institution should be strategically related to the 215 
strengths of the institution. For instance, if one institution is strong in digital 216 
forensics, the partnership could be built to assist the state-level ISAO with 217 
incident response. If the institution is strong in cybersecurity policy, the state-218 
level ISAO could build a partnership to focus on governance, risk, and 219 
compliance. 220 

There are current examples of how such partnerships can work. One example is 221 
the relationship that has been built between the Indiana ISAC and Purdue 222 
University. The basis of this relationship began when the state of Indiana placed 223 
its security operations center in Purdue’s Research Park in West Lafayette, IN. 224 
From the beginning, the partnership between the Indiana ISAC and Purdue was 225 
designed to provide ongoing internship opportunities for Purdue students 226 
interested in cybersecurity careers. Another benefit of the partnership has been 227 
its ability to develop research opportunities between Purdue University, the state 228 
of Indiana (through the Indiana ISAC), and the private sector. Another example of 229 
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such a relationship between a state and academic university is the partnership 230 
between the state of Wisconsin and the University of Wisconsin–Madison.  231 

4.3 PRIVATE SECTOR 232 

This section addresses a duty of government, with respect to the private sector 233 
generally and concerning private-sector ISAOs specifically, to involve and 234 
integrate public-private information sharing. ISAO 600-2 provides that 235 
“governments at all levels share a responsibility to enable, support, and 236 
appropriately partner with ISAOs to improve the security and resilience of the 237 
nation. An effective public-private partnership implies that ISAOs have a voice in 238 
the formulation of relevant government policies that impact information sharing 239 
and analysis activities, as well as regular opportunities to provide feedback on 240 
the effectiveness of government actions.” 241 

This reasonable duty harmoniously tracks with other national policies and 242 
executive orders in the cybersecurity, information sharing, and infrastructure 243 
protection spaces. An extension of the duty to “work with” the private sector, is 244 
the option and opportunity for a state-level ISAO to “lead with” a private-sector 245 
construct (see for example, section 8.8 below).  246 

Common sense and concern for public safety also imply a governmental duty to 247 
involve and integrate private-sector information-sharing institutions with those of 248 
the public. A routine attack vector often is directed through small business supply 249 
chains, which often connect to up-market customers, including government 250 
organizations. It is therefore prudent to ensure that the down-market, business 251 
segment is addressed as part of statewide planning of information-sharing 252 
mechanisms and institutions.  253 

Creating an open, transparent convening and clearinghouse entity that would be 254 
fully compliant with state law would ensure fairness in acquisition. A proper and 255 
trusted convener might be a nonprofit, established with suitable governance 256 
structures that address various government ethics and arms-length relationship 257 
laws and regulations. This sort of convening and clearinghouse construct might 258 
be made available or duplicated in counties and cities.  259 

Establishing a legal framework to support the tight integration of the private 260 
sector, and a public-private partnership model for information sharing, will be an 261 
essential part of any state’s information-sharing structure. The state attorney 262 
general should be involved to ensure proper formation and integration at the 263 
state level. Additional resources are ISAO standards organization working groups 264 
and publications that deal with legal matters for ISAO formation and operations. 265 
Analog structures and relationships, as well as special authorities, should be 266 
used.  267 
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Provided below is a small sample of analogous structures and organizations that 268 
states may find useful when seeking to establish similar institutions to support 269 
ISAO efforts in their state: 270 

• The Civil Air Patrol is a private-sector entity and auxiliary of the U.S. Air 271 
Force that performs public service functions during emergency situations.  272 

• The Federal Trade Commission’s (FTC’s) 2012 Report to Congress 273 
recommended use and integration of amateur radio operators by DHS to 274 
supplement emergency communications. To respond to the FTC 275 
recommendation, DHS established formal programs for auxiliary 276 
emergency communications in the Office of Emergency Communications. 277 
Several states have also implemented mechanisms and authorities to 278 
implement the FTC’s recommendation. In Colorado, for example, a 2016 279 
statute created the Auxiliary Emergency Communications Unit within the 280 
state’s Division of Homeland Security and Emergency Management.  281 

• The Merchant Marine is a compilation of public and private vessels and 282 
operators. 283 

The following are other models that are less integrated as public-private 284 
structures: 285 

• Energy-sector cooperatives  286 

• Public-sector messaging and emergency communications that use the 287 
commercial broadcast and telecommunications infrastructure  288 

• Public hospitals and education institutions. 289 

There are a number of public-private models that state-level ISAOs can leverage. 290 
Models are generally organized around assigning an appropriate scope of 291 
responsibility that can vary from case to case. At one end of the spectrum, the 292 
majority of responsibility is aligned to the state ISAO, and on the other, the 293 
majority of the responsibility is delegated to the private sector. On the far scale of 294 
public-sector responsibility, the partnership is fully funded and staffed 295 
(contractors/engineers/analysts) by the state-level ISAO with outside support 296 
from the private sector. At the center of the model, financing, support, and 297 
staffing is 50 percent public sector and 50 percent private sector. On the other 298 
end of the model, where the private sector assumes greater responsibility, the 299 
partnership is fully funded and staffed (contractors/engineers/analysts) by the 300 
private sector with outside support from the public sector. 301 
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 302 

Figure 1. Public-Private Responsibility Matrix 303 

5 STATE-TO-STATE COORDINATION 304 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 305 

As states seek to participate in or establish information sharing and analysis 306 
organizations, they do not have to limit themselves to coordination with and 307 
within the ISAO. State-to-state coordination also is encouraged to promote the 308 
sharing of best practices, experience, and other information. In an effort to assist 309 
states with coordination, this section will provide an understanding of existing 310 
organizations whose mission it is to facilitate partnership among states and to 311 
make recommendations on how these organizations can best be leveraged to 312 
share best practices and information and establish regional partnerships. 313 

5.2 FACILITATORS OF STATE-TO-STATE ENGAGEMENT 314 

There are several well-established organizations that states can leverage to 315 
facilitate state-to-state coordination. Many states also maintain intergovernmental 316 
affairs offices whose goal is to enable communication and collaboration among 317 
states and with the federal government. The following is a compendium of 318 
leading organizations that seek to improve cyber coordination. 319 

5.2.1 NATIONAL FUSION CENTER ASSOCIATION 320 

Fusion centers serve as the focal point for state and local governments to gather, 321 
share, and analyze threat information on a variety of vectors among federal, 322 
state, local, tribal, territorial, and private-sector partners. There are 72 fusion 323 
centers across the country, and while they primarily serve their constituents at 324 
the regional, state, or local level, they integrate with DHS and the Federal Bureau 325 
of Investigation to support national security objectives. Fusion centers are 326 
integrated as a network to facilitate nationwide information sharing and 327 
collaboration as to threats that have the potential for broader implications outside 328 
of the fusion center’s jurisdiction. 329 
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5.2.2 NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE CHIEF 330 

INFORMATION OFFICERS 331 

The National Association of State Chief Information Officers (NASCIO) is a 332 
nonprofit organization focused on sharing tools and services with, and facilitating 333 
collaboration among, information technology (IT) executives within state 334 
government. Though NASCIO is focused on a broad range of issues facing state 335 
IT executives, cyber has emerged as a key issue in recent years. NASCIO 336 
provides a platform for state chief information officers (CIOs) and chief 337 
information security officers (CISOs) to share best practices and experiences 338 
among peers. 339 

5.2.3 MULTI-STATE INFORMATION SHARING AND ANALYSIS 340 

CENTER 341 

The Multi-State Information Sharing and Analysis Center (MS-ISAC) is a 24-7 342 
threat monitoring center dedicated to the protection of state, local, tribal, and 343 
territorial government networks. MS-ISAC is operated by the Center of Internet 344 
Security, a non-profit organization, and is a key partner of the Department of 345 
Homeland Security. MS-ISAC primarily caters to the CISO role within the SLTT 346 
community but has expanded the scope of its engagement to include law 347 
enforcement and fusion centers. The MS-ISAC also provides a number of 348 
services, including network monitoring, threat reporting, and incident response. 349 

5.2.4 NATIONAL GOVERNORS ASSOCIATION 350 

The National Governors Association (NGA) is a bipartisan forum for the nation’s 351 
governors to “share best practices, speak with a collective voice on national 352 
policy and develop innovative solutions that improve state government and 353 
support the principles of federalism.” NGA recognizes cybersecurity as a critical 354 
threat to states and has worked to assist governors in crafting policy, legislation, 355 
and programs to secure their states from cyber attacks. 356 

5.2.5 GOVERNOR’S OFFICES OF INTERGOVERNMENTAL 357 

AFFAIRS 358 

Many states maintain offices in the Washington, DC, area to facilitate 359 
coordination among states and with the federal government. This enables state 360 
governments to coordinate with each other on policy, engage in national 361 
dialogues on policy and legislation, and enhance state-to-state communication 362 
and partnership. These offices are instrumental in sharing best practices across 363 
states on issues pertaining to cybersecurity. 364 

5.2.6 ORGANIZATIONAL RESOURCES 365 

The aforementioned organizations serve a broad range of state-level stakeholder 366 
communities including police, IT, and executive leadership. Each provides a 367 
unique perspective and set of resources to assist the SLTT community in 368 
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addressing the cyber challenge. Table 1 depicts the various state-level 369 
communities that are involved with each organization. 370 

Table 1. State-Level Communities Represented in National Organization 371 

Organizations CIO/CISO 
Law 

Enforcement 
Fusion 
Centers 

Governor’s 
Office 

NFCA  X X  

NASCIO X    

MS-ISAC X X X  

NGA X X X X 

Governor’s Office of Intergovernmental Affairs    X 

 372 

5.2.7 LEVERAGING STATE-TO-STATE COORDINATION TO 373 

SUPPORT STATE ISAOS 374 

There are several aspects of state-to-state coordination that can provide added 375 
benefit to state-level ISAOs. These include the sharing of best practices, the 376 
sharing of cyber threat and vulnerability information across jurisdictional 377 
boundaries, and the establishment of regional, multi-jurisdictional partnerships. 378 
This section will break down each aspect and describe its influence on state-level 379 
ISAOs. 380 

5.2.8 RECOMMENDED PRACTICES 381 

Each state will likely take a unique approach to the management of its own state-382 
level ISAO. These approaches may manifest themselves in a variety of ways, 383 
including how the ISAO is managed and governed, the services and capabilities 384 
offered, the stakeholders targeted, and so forth. However, there is, at minimum, a 385 
set of common recommended practices that states should implement regardless 386 
of the way they have structured their ISAOs. Leveraging the abovementioned 387 
facilitators of state-to-state engagement, states should share these core 388 
practices among themselves, particularly between states with established ISAOs 389 
and those in formative stages of development. 390 

5.2.9 INFORMATION SHARING 391 

States are susceptible to risks that are unique compared to any other type of 392 
organization, requiring a need to share information both internally across partner 393 
agencies and organizations and externally to other state-level ISAOs. Fusion 394 
centers manage this type of interstate collaboration through the National Network 395 
of Fusion Centers, which provides a trusted and secure means of sharing threat-396 
related information. Should a state establish an ISAO independent of an existing 397 
entity like the fusion center, interstate relationships should be formed to facilitate 398 
this type of information sharing. Organizations such as the NGA, NASCIO, and 399 
MS-ISAC can also facilitate the exchange of information or the establishment of 400 
partnerships among states to enable such sharing to occur. 401 
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5.2.10 REGIONAL PARTNERSHIPS 402 

Regional partnerships are effective in establishing state-to-state collaboration 403 
given geographic proximity and existing mechanisms for regionalized 404 
partnerships such as the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) 405 
regions or urban area security initiatives (UASIs). The following provides 406 
additional detail on each of these: 407 

• FEMA regions. FEMA divides the country into 10 geographic regions, 408 
each with a permanent regional office that serves as FEMA’s permanent 409 
presence for states within each respective region. The DHS National 410 
Protection and Programs Directorate also leverages FEMA’s regions to 411 
maintain partnerships at the state and local levels to fulfill its mission of 412 
cyber security and infrastructure protection. States will often collaborate 413 
with their regional partners to address all hazard threats. Rather than 414 
developing a new regional approach, states could look to adopt the FEMA 415 
regions that are already established and used by the federal government 416 
information-sharing and resource support. 417 

• UASI. Born from the federal Homeland Security Grant Program, UASIs 418 
are designated regions that contain major metropolitan areas. Oftentimes, 419 
UASIs are composed of several local jurisdictions and can even contain 420 
multiple states such as the National Capital Region (NCR), comprising 421 
Washington, DC, Virginia, and Maryland. UASIs may form their own 422 
regional ISAO, may form a natural multi-state partnership (e.g., NCR), or 423 
may warrant specialized attention from the state-level ISAO given their 424 
level of criticality to national security. 425 

• Neighboring states. States may simply look to their neighbors to develop 426 
partnerships and coalitions either in the form of information sharing among 427 
state-level ISAOs or to form a regional ISAO. 428 

6 STATE-LEVEL STEERING AND STAKEHOLDERS 429 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 430 

Creating a state-level ISAO necessitates the early involvement of interested and 431 
effective stakeholders. Various criteria should be considered when choosing who 432 
should be involved, and the roles and levels those individuals should assume, 433 
particularly their levels of responsibility and authority within their states 434 
(executive, manager, technical lead), which agency they are from, and the 435 
specific background and qualifications of the individuals. Moreover, the state’s 436 
constitution, structure, enacted laws, and administrative code could also 437 
determine who will need to be involved. This section addresses some of the key 438 
stakeholders who should be involved in the creation of a state-level ISAO and 439 
lists a few of the specific roles in the creation.  440 
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We use the terms state “agency” and “department” interchangeably. Additionally, 441 
the ISAO-SO recognizes that that there are structural similarities and differences 442 
among the states. This presents a challenge in ensuring that the position and 443 
roles are applicable to as many states as possible. Therefore, the agency titles 444 
listed in this section will be described generically. Specific roles and 445 
responsibilities of an agency in one state might be completely different in another 446 
state or may fall to multiple agencies.  447 

There are several key positions, typical from state to state, that are highly 448 
recommended to be included. These positions include the governor, lieutenant 449 
governor, secretary of state, adjunct general, CIO, CISO, and attorney general. 450 
The level of participation of these executives will likely vary from state to state. 451 
Those who are interested and involved in information technology, cybersecurity, 452 
and technology may be more involved with developing the state-level ISAO. 453 
More information about these specific positions will be discussed in detail later in 454 
this section. This will include suggestions for the roles, duties, and 455 
responsibilities for each position. This information is also important to the 456 
governance of the state-level ISAO, which is also addressed in a later section. 457 

As the discussion proceeds into the specific roles and responsibilities of each 458 
position, this document is organized by the branch of government, the 459 
agency/office, the position, and a brief generalized description of that position. 460 
Table 2 shows an example of a summary of the position, its roles, duties, and 461 
responsibilities.  462 

Table 2. Summary Example 463 

Position/title: Example 

Role: Strategy/policy 

Duties/responsibilities: Examples of the duties and 
responsibilities that position could have in the development of the 
state-level ISAO 

6.2 EXECUTIVE BRANCH 464 

The executive branch of state government is generally structured to be almost 465 
identical to that of the federal government. Granted there will be differences from 466 
state to state on the executive branch’s scope, authority, and structure. Those 467 
specifics will be determined by each state’s constitution, laws, and administrative 468 
code. 469 

6.2.1 GOVERNOR 470 

As the chief executive in each state and the highest politically elected official in 471 
the executive branch, the governor’s commitment and participation is the most 472 
important factor for long-term success and sustainability. For those executive 473 
branch agencies that would be involved in the creation, development, and 474 
implementation of the state-level ISAO, the governor’s involvement will set the 475 
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tone for each agency. It is suggested that the governor should determine the 476 
authority and responsibility of each agency under his or her span and control. 477 
Bottom line: It is his or her role to provide the ultimate strategic direction for 478 
cybersecurity. The overall mission of the state-level ISAO should reflect the 479 
particular needs of the state, but to ensure the highest levels of participation from 480 
those agencies participating, the governor should be the driving force. Having the 481 
governor’s approval and support is only the beginning. Having the right group of 482 
agency heads, project managers (PMs), and technical advisors is all necessary 483 
to move the state-level ISAO from the strategy development to being fully 484 
operational. By no means is this an exhaustive or mandatory list of individuals or 485 
positions.  486 

Position/title: Governor 487 
Role: Strategy/policy 488 
Duties/responsibilities: Could include chairing a steering committee, providing 489 
overall strategic direction, setting policy, directing the mission, goals, and 490 
capability requirements for the ISAO. Additional responsibilities could include 491 
providing guidance for legislative agendas. 492 

6.2.2 LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR 493 

The lieutenant governor is the second-highest elected political official in the 494 
executive branch and would succeed the governor if that office is vacated. 495 
Having the lieutenant governor’s representation in the development of the state-496 
level ISAO will be beneficial. According to a study by Julia Nienaber Hurst, on 497 
average, lieutenant governors have eight statutory requirements. Those duties 498 
can include serving as an agency or department head to leading commissions.2 499 
Additional roles of the lieutenant governor can include presiding over the state 500 
Senate, serving as head of the election division (in a few states), and working in 501 
economic development.3 Depending on the current commissions, boards, or 502 
councils, involvement in the development could align with one or more of those 503 
roles. However, the specific type and level of involvement from the lieutenant 504 
governor my ultimately be determined by the governor, state statue, or state 505 
constitution.  506 

                                            
 

 

2 See Lt. Governors’ Statutory Duties By Julia Nienaber Hurst http://www.nlga.us/wp-
content/uploads/CSG-BoS-JHurst-Stat-Duties.pdf 

 
3 See Lt. Governors Impact States By Julia Nienaber Hurst http://www.nlga.us/wp-
content/uploads/BOS-2015-Lt.-Governors-Impact-States.pdf 

 

http://www.nlga.us/wp-content/uploads/CSG-BoS-JHurst-Stat-Duties.pdf
http://www.nlga.us/wp-content/uploads/CSG-BoS-JHurst-Stat-Duties.pdf
http://www.nlga.us/wp-content/uploads/BOS-2015-Lt.-Governors-Impact-States.pdf
http://www.nlga.us/wp-content/uploads/BOS-2015-Lt.-Governors-Impact-States.pdf
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Position/title: Lieutenant governor 507 
Role: Strategy/policy 508 
Duties/responsibilities: Could include chairing or co-chairing the committee, 509 
providing strategic input on the mission, and performing goals and capability 510 
requirements for the ISAO. 511 

6.3 STATE IT/TECHNOLOGY AGENCY 512 

Several states have a consolidated IT/technology agency that is responsible for 513 
the state’s IT infrastructure, security, IT procurement, and end user support. 514 
Given that such an agency “owns” a majority, if not all, of the responsibility for 515 
maintenance and cybersecurity of the state’s network, systems and data, the 516 
state’s CIO and CISO or chief security officer (CSO) are two critical positions 517 
whose knowledge and expertise with the state’s IT environment is a necessary 518 
ISAO component. As a byproduct of this, in some states, the state IT/technology 519 
agency has taken the lead in the development of their ISAC/ISAO and then has 520 
been “housed” within that agency. Additional information about how ISAOs are 521 
modeled will be discussed in a later section. From a technical and tactical 522 
knowledge base, it is important to have at least one cybersecurity technical lead 523 
to serve as a subject matter expert (SME) and serve in a support capacity. 524 

Position/title: CIO 525 
Role: Strategy/policy/core team 526 
Duties/responsibilities: Potential sponsor for the ISAO. Would provide strategic 527 
technological direction. Would have ultimate authority over the organization’s 528 
resources; evaluates milestones and approves budgets; evaluates and approves 529 
the communication plan, including status reports; approves the project charter 530 
and project plans; and would have ultimate authority over all work products.  531 

Position/title: CISO or CSO 532 
Role: Strategy/policy/core team 533 
Duties/responsibilities: Could serve as a co-sponsor for the ISAO. Would 534 
provide strategic direction as it relates to the specific cybersecurity issues the 535 
ISAO would be addressing, discusses and resolves issues that cannot be 536 
resolved by the project team, and is responsible for organization-wide 537 
communications. Approves changes to the scope and provides whatever 538 
additional funds those changes request; evaluates and approves change 539 
requests; evaluates milestones and approves budgets; evaluates and approves 540 
the communication plan, including status reports; approves the project charter 541 
and project plans; provides guidance and mentoring to the project lead, PM, and 542 
teams; and has authority over and is accountable for the project. Additionally, 543 
could have control of the business aspects of the project and assist in developing 544 
the project charter and project plans. 545 

Position/title: Cybersecurity and intelligence technical lead(s) or SME(s) 546 
Role: Project support 547 
Duties/responsibilities: Would serve as an expert in the state’s cybersecurity 548 
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system and liaison to the project support team. Would provide insight in the 549 
specific cybersecurity roles, jobs, task, or skills needed in the state-level ISAO. 550 
Would assist the project team in developing the specific business process, 551 
systems, and applications the ISAO would use. Would assist the project team in 552 
understanding how those systems and applications would integrate into the 553 
state’s current process to the project leadership and project team. As additional 554 
qualifications, the individual(s) would need to be able to answer specific technical 555 
questions and have in-depth knowledge of the state’s technical 556 
interdependences. 557 

6.4 STATE DEPARTMENTS/DIVISION OF HOMELAND 558 

SECURITY 559 

A state DHS is typically the leader of the state's emergency management and 560 
homeland security efforts, including planning, training, emergency response and 561 
recovery, certifications, grants administration and fire and building safety, which 562 
includes building construction plan review and all manner of inspections for the 563 
public's safety: mainly public buildings and structures and safety at public events. 564 
In several states, cybersecurity falls to their department/division of Homeland 565 
Security. Given the relationship between the state-level DHS and the U.S. 566 
Department of Homeland Security (US-DHS), the state-level DHS is another 567 
critical partner in the development of the state-level ISAO.  568 

Position/title: Executive director/director/agency head 569 
Role: Strategy/policy/core team 570 
Duties/responsibilities: Could serve as a sponsor or co-sponsor of the ISAO. 571 
Would provide strategic direction as it relates to the critical infrastructure sectors, 572 
emergency response, planning, training and exercising of the cybersecurity 573 
issues the ISAO would be assisting, mitigating, and responding to. Their goal is 574 
to serve as the primary liaison of the state DHS agency to the core team. If 575 
serving as a co-sponsor, additional duties would include discussing and resolving 576 
issues that cannot be resolved by the project team responsible for organization-577 
wide communications. Would approve changes to the scope of activity and 578 
provide whatever additional funds those changes require. Would be responsible 579 
for the evaluation and approval of change requests; the evaluation of milestones; 580 
approving budgets, evaluation, and communication plans, including status 581 
reports; and approval of the project charter and project plans. Would provide 582 
guidance and mentoring to the project lead, PM, and project teams. Would have 583 
authority over and accountability for the project. Additionally, could have control 584 
of the business aspects of the project and assist in developing the project charter 585 
and project plans. 586 

Position/Title: Cybersecurity program manager/director 587 
Role: Project support/SME 588 
Duties/responsibilities: Would serve as an expert in the state’s critical 589 
infrastructure, have experience in cybersecurity and IT, and liaison to the project 590 
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support team. Would provide insight in the specific cybersecurity roles, jobs, task, 591 
or skills needed in the state-level ISAO. Would assist the project team in 592 
developing the specific business process, systems, and applications the ISAO 593 
would use. Would assist the project team in understanding how those systems 594 
and applications would integrate into the state’s current process to the project 595 
leadership and project team. Also would need to be able to answer specific 596 
technical questions and have in-depth knowledge of the state’s technical 597 
interdependences. 598 

Position/title: Liaison or representation from state agencies or systems of 599 
administration 600 
Role: Institutional expertise  601 
Duties/responsibilities: Ensure integration and compliance of ISAO governance 602 
and operations within the execution responsibility of the appropriate agency.  603 

Position/title: Coordinator for private-sector integration 604 
Role: Outreach and relationship building with the private sector 605 
Duties/responsibilities: Design and implement the governance framework that 606 
integrates information sharing across a public-private partnership model. 607 

6.5 STATE LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES 608 

The role(s) of the relevant state law enforcement agencies will depend on their 609 
specific mission. In a few states the state law enforcement responsibilities are 610 
split between an investigation bureau and a traffic enforcement department: 611 
Georgia Bureau of Investigation (GBI) & Georgia State Police (GSP), Tennessee 612 
Bureau of Investigation (TBI) & Tennessee State Police (TSP), and Florida 613 
Department of Law Enforcement (FDLE) & Florida Highway Patrol (FHP) for 614 
example.  615 

Position/title: Superintendent/director/commissioner/agency head 616 
Role: Strategy/policy/core team 617 
Duties/responsibilities: Could serve as a sponsor or co-sponsor for the ISAO. 618 
Would provide strategic direction as it relates to law enforcement, criminal law, 619 
cybercrimes, incident response and incident command. Their goal is to serve as 620 
the primary liaison of the state law enforcement agency to the core team. If 621 
serving as a sponsor, additional duties would include discussing and resolving 622 
issues that cannot be resolved by the project team responsible for organization-623 
wide communications. Would approve changes to the scope and provide 624 
whatever additional funds those changes request. Would be responsible for the 625 
evaluation and approval of change requests; the evaluation of milestones; 626 
approving budgets; evaluation and approval of the communication plan, including 627 
status reports; and approval of the project charter and project plans. Would 628 
provide guidance and mentoring to the project lead, PM, and project teams. 629 
Would have authority over and be accountable for the project. Additionally, could 630 
have control of the business aspects of the project and assist in developing the 631 
project charter and project plans. 632 
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Position/title: Cyber-crimes unit commander 633 
Role: Project management/support team/advisor 634 
Duties/responsibilities: Would serve as an expert in cyber-crime, forensics, 635 
incident response, and liaison to the project support team. Would provide insight 636 
in the specific cybersecurity roles, jobs, tasks, or skills needed in the state-level 637 
ISAO. Would assist the project team in developing the specific business process, 638 
systems, and applications the ISAO would use. Would assist the project team in 639 
understanding how those systems and applications would integrate into the 640 
state’s current process to the project leadership and project team. As additional 641 
qualifications, would need to be able to answer specific technical questions and 642 
have in-depth knowledge of technologies that could be used by the ISAO.  643 

6.5.1 FUSION CENTERS 644 

Fusion centers serve as a primary focal point within the state and local 645 
environments for the receipt, analysis, gathering, and sharing of threat-related 646 
information among federal, state, local, tribal, and territorial partners located in 647 
states and major urban areas throughout the country.4 Fusion centers also have 648 
a public-private partnership mission. Incorporating and synchronizing their 649 
mission with the state-level ISAO will allow for greater coordination and utilization 650 
of limited resources.  651 

Position/title: Fusion center executive director 652 
Role: Strategy/policy/core team 653 
Duties/responsibilities: Could serve as a sponsor or co-sponsor for the ISAO. 654 
Would provide strategic direction as it relates to information sharing, analysis, 655 
law enforcement, criminal law, cybercrimes, incident response and incident 656 
command. Their goal is to serve as the primary liaison of the state law 657 
enforcement agency to the core team. As the head of a fusion center, its 658 
executive director is uniquely situated to assist in developing strategies for the 659 
ISAO to better serve front-line law enforcement, public safety, fire service 660 
emergency response, public health, critical infrastructure protection, and private-661 
sector security personnel to lawfully gather and share cyber-threat information. 662 

Position/title: Public-private coordination director 663 
Role: Private-sector coordination 664 
Duties/responsibilities: Some states have established relationships with the 665 
private sector with direct roles and physical presence inside the fusion center, 666 
which is akin to how the US-DHS National Cybersecurity and Communications 667 

                                            
 

 

4 See National Network of Fusion Centers Fact Sheet https://www.dhs.gov/national-network-
fusion-centers-fact-sheet 

https://www.dhs.gov/national-network-fusion-centers-fact-sheet
https://www.dhs.gov/national-network-fusion-centers-fact-sheet
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Integration Center (NCCIC) has private-sector partners on the operations floor. 668 
These private partners tend to be member based and offer member intelligence 669 
and also gaps and needs to help establish a tighter nexus to stakeholder 670 
communities.  671 

Position/title: Fusion center cybersecurity analyst 672 
Role: Support team 673 
Duties/responsibilities: Would serve as an expert in cybercrime and cyber 674 
analysis and serve as liaison to the project support team. Would provide insight 675 
in the specific cybersecurity analytic processes, tactics, techniques, and 676 
procedures (TTPs). Assist in identifying roles, jobs, task, or skills needed in the 677 
state-level ISAO. Would assist the project team to in developing the specific 678 
business process, systems and applications the ISAO would use. Would assist 679 
the project team in understanding how those systems and applications would 680 
integrate into the state’s current process to the project leadership and project 681 
team. As additional qualifications, the individual(s) would need to be able to 682 
answer specific technical questions, have in-depth knowledge of technologies 683 
that could be used by the ISAO. 684 

Position/title: Fusion center analyst 685 
Role: Support team 686 
Duties/responsibilities: Would serve as an expert in crime analysis and as 687 
liaison to the project support team. Would provide insight in the general analytic 688 
processes and TTPs. Would assist in identifying roles, jobs, tasks, or skills 689 
needed in the state-level ISAO. Would assist the project team in developing the 690 
specific business process, systems, and applications the ISAO would use. Would 691 
assist the project team in understanding how those systems and applications 692 
would integrate into the state’s current process to the project leadership and 693 
project team. As additional qualifications, would need to be able to answer 694 
specific technical questions and have in-depth knowledge of technologies that 695 
could be used by the ISAO. 696 

6.6 NATIONAL GUARD 697 

Over the past few years, the National Guard Bureau has been working to build 698 
up its cyber capabilities. This includes the development of cyber protection teams 699 
(CPTs). The first three CPTs were activated in fiscal year (FY) 2016, a second 700 
set of three were activated in FY17, and the final four in FY18. The main goal of 701 
the CPTs is to boost the defense capabilities of both the federal government and 702 
state governments. The greatest advantage that the National Guard CPTs offer 703 
is that “Guard Soldiers are uniquely postured to support the CPT mission, having 704 
a large number of Soldiers who work within the Information Technology or 705 
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academic sector, and who may offer expertise and competencies on cutting-edge 706 
cyber defense policies, tactics, techniques, and procedures”.5   707 

Additionally, each state has a congressionally authorized eight-person Computer 708 
Network Defense Team (CND-T) National Guard team, responsible for defending 709 
GuardNet. 710 

Position/title: Adjunct general  711 
Role: Strategy/policy/core team 712 
Duties/responsibilities: Could serve as a sponsor or co-sponsor for the ISAO. 713 
Would provide strategic direction as it relates the state’s national guard 714 
readiness, disaster response, military coordination, incident response, and 715 
incident command. Their goal is to serve as the primary liaison of the state’s 716 
National Guard to the core team. As the head of a National Guard, the adjunct 717 
general is situated to assist in developing cyber defense strategies for the ISAO 718 
to better serve critical infrastructure protection, the CPTs, and private-sector 719 
security personnel to defend and share cyber threat information. 720 

Position/title: CPT commander/CND-T commander 721 
Role: Project management/support team/advisor 722 
Duties/responsibilities: Would serve as an expert in cyber defense, forensics, 723 
incident response, and liaison to the project support team. Would provide insight 724 
in the specific cyber defense and response roles, jobs, task, or skills needed in 725 
the state-level ISAO. Would assist the project team in developing the specific 726 
business process, systems, and applications the ISAO would use. Would assist 727 
the project team in understanding how those systems and applications would 728 
integrate into the state’s current process to the project leadership and project 729 
team. As additional qualifications, the individual(s) would need to be able to 730 
answer specific technical questions and have in-depth knowledge of technologies 731 
that could be used by the ISAO. 732 

Position/title: CPT soldier/CND-T soldier 733 
Role: Project support 734 
Duties/responsibilities: Would serve as an expert in cyber defense, incident 735 
response, and forensics and serve as liaison to the project support team. Would 736 
provide insight in the specific cybersecurity analytic processes and TTPs. Would 737 
assist in identifying roles, jobs, tasks, or skills needed in the state-level ISAO. 738 
Would assist the project team in developing the specific business process, 739 

                                            
 

 

5 See National Guard Bureau February 24, 2015 http://www.nationalguard.mil/News/Article-
View/Article/577375/national-guard-cyber-protection-teams-announced/ 

 

http://www.nationalguard.mil/News/Article-View/Article/577375/national-guard-cyber-protection-teams-announced/
http://www.nationalguard.mil/News/Article-View/Article/577375/national-guard-cyber-protection-teams-announced/
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systems, and applications the ISAO would use. Would assist the project team in 740 
understanding how those systems and applications would integrate into the 741 
state’s current process to the project leadership and project team. As additional 742 
qualifications, the individual(s) would need to be able to answer specific technical 743 
questions and have in-depth knowledge of technologies that could be used by 744 
the ISAO. 745 

6.7 STATE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 746 

Position/title: Cybersecurity/IT/technology advisor 747 
Role: Project support/project advisor 748 
Duties/responsibilities: Would serve as a subject matter expert on the 749 
economic impact, workforce development, and business impact that the state-750 
level ISAO could have on the state. Would also be integral in serving in a 751 
leadership role with developing public-private partnerships.  752 

6.8 LEGISLATIVE BRANCH 753 

The legislative branch of state government is generally set up in the same 754 
bicameral manner (save for Nebraska) and performs the same types of law-755 
making and investigative duties as the U.S. Congress. For the most part, they 756 
provide the same types of checks and balances and are a co-equal branch of the 757 
state government.  758 

Position/title: Legislators (House/Senate/General Assembly/General Court) 759 
Role: Advisor 760 
Duties/responsibilities: The level of involvement of state legislators will be 761 
determined by a state’s constitution, laws, administrative code, and who 762 
sponsors the creation of the state-level ISAO. In some states, members of the 763 
legislature serve as non-voting members of an executive branch council. They 764 
can serve as a liaison to the legislative branch, provide insight into the legislative 765 
process, and be the representation of the legislative body. Individual state 766 
legislators also serve on committees that provide budgetary and substantive 767 
oversight of executive-branch functions and also conduct investigations. 768 
Legislators also maintain constituent services offices through which private input 769 
can be gained concerning emerging threats and useful practices. Additionally, 770 
having individual legislators involved will ensure they are kept aware of the 771 
cybersecurity initiatives of the executive branch. It is recommended to have at 772 
least one senior legislative member who serves on a homeland security, public 773 
safety, and/or IT committee and who is involved in this project.  774 

6.8.1 SECRETARIES OF STATE  775 

The secretary of state is the chief election official in approximately 40 states. 776 
Though roles and responsibilities will vary from state to state, they usually 777 
include, besides the oversight and administration of both state and federal 778 
elections, maintenance of state records, preservation of the state seal, chartering 779 
of new business, regulation of the securities industry, commissioning of notaries’ 780 
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public, registration of trademarks, and licensing of vehicle dealerships. With the 781 
attention that has been placed on election system security, a focus of the state-782 
level ISAO should include sharing cyber-threat information with the secretary of 783 
state’s office. Moreover, elections span operations down to county and 784 
community levels and hence afford a natural nexus to state-wide adoption and 785 
integration of information-sharing activities. As noted earlier, recent events 786 
involving attempted interference in U.S. elections by antagonistic nation-states 787 
magnify both the cyber burdens that states face and the necessity and utility of 788 
involving state officers in activities like ISAOs. 789 

Position/title: Secretary of state 790 
Role: Advisor/policy/strategy/core team 791 
Duties/responsibilities: Serve as primary liaison from the secretary of state’s 792 
office to the state-level ISAO core team. Provide official guidance and policy 793 
recommendations on how the ISAO can engage with the election system security 794 
within that state.  795 

Position/title: Deputy secretary of state 796 
Role: Advisor/policy/strategy/core team 797 
Duties/responsibilities: Serve as the backup or proxy for the secretary of state. 798 
Serve as an advisor to the ISAO core team and provide subject matter expertise 799 
on the state’s election system. 800 

Position/title: IT director 801 
Role: Advisor/project support team/technology SME 802 
Duties/responsibilities: Provide technical expertise on the specific systems, 803 
applications, and technologies used in the state’s election system. Serve as a 804 
liaison to the project support team to the secretary of state.  805 

6.8.2 STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL 806 

The state attorney general serves as the chief legal officer and advisor and is 807 
often the chief law enforcement officer for the state. One of the common duties of 808 
the attorney general is consumer protection. Given that many cybercrimes 809 
involve fraud and scams, the attorney general is another key stakeholder to have 810 
involved in the development of the state-level ISAO.  811 

Position/title: Attorney general 812 
Role: Advisor/policy/strategy/core team  813 
Duties/responsibilities: Provide strategic and policy guidance and serve as the 814 
primary liaison of the attorney general’s office to the core team. Ensure that the 815 
state-level ISAO’s mission is coordinated with their efforts.  816 

Position/title: Consumer protection SME 817 
Role: Advisor/project support team/technology SME 818 
Duties/responsibilities: Serve as a subject matter expert on consumer 819 
protection practices for that state. Serve as a liaison to the project support team.  820 
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Position/title: Identity theft SME 821 
Role: Advisor/project support team/technology SME 822 
Duties/responsibilities: Serve as a subject matter expert on identity theft 823 
protections for that state. Serve as a liaison to the project support team.  824 

6.9 OTHER 825 

There are several other positions that can provide significant value to the state-826 
level ISAO. Assuming a reasonable level of experience and technical ability, 827 
using a pre-existing project management office within the information technology 828 
or technology department would be optimal, as it should be familiar with handling 829 
IT-specific projects. The remainder of this document may provide considerations 830 
for other areas of focus and potential positions that may be formed within the 831 
state structure.  832 

Position/title: Project manager 833 
Role: Project support 834 
Duties/responsibilities: The PM will be responsible for evaluating the quality of 835 
the product or service. Will oversee the analysis, design, and development of all 836 
aspects of the project. Works with project lead to generate analysis, design, and 837 
development of all aspects of the project. Works with the project lead to generate 838 
the communication plan, including status reports. Works with the project lead to 839 
review the project charter and project plans. Will generate change requests, 840 
generates milestone and budget change requests, and works with project lead to 841 
ensure quality of the product or service. Will execute and maintain the project 842 
communication plan, including status reporting; conducts formal reviews and 843 
supports management reviews; tracks and disposes of issues; helps to resolve 844 
issues; helps to resolve change requests; and tracks action items through 845 
completion.  846 

Position/Title: Project lead 847 
Role: Project support 848 
Duties/responsibilities: The project lead supports and controls the day-to-day 849 
aspects of the project. Works with the PM to generate analysis, design, and 850 
development of all aspects of the project. Works with the PM to generate the 851 
communication plan, including status reports. Assists in developing the project 852 
charter and project plans. Works with the PM to review project charter and 853 
project plans. Provides input for progress reports. Works with the PM to generate 854 
change requests, to generate milestones and budget change requests. Works 855 
with the PM to ensure quality of the product or service and is accountable for the 856 
quality of the product or service. 857 

6.10 CONCLUSION 858 

The development of a state ISAO can be complicated, given the political, legal, 859 
and structural differences from state to state. Having the correct mixture of 860 
positions at the appropriate levels within the state will allow those who are most 861 
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knowledgeable about cybersecurity and those who can get things accomplished 862 
to maximize the possibility of long-term success. As was mentioned earlier, the 863 
exact roles and responsibilities will vary from state to state. The goal of this 864 
section is to provide a starting point for state officials to quickly identify the key 865 
stakeholders within each state. A potential roadblock to an effective 866 
implementation can come from interagency conflicts. A clear definition of each 867 
agency’s roles, responsibilities, and duties is the antidote to such an issue. 868 

7 POTENTIAL ORGANIZATIONAL MODELS  869 

Over the past few years, several states have developed and implemented state-870 
level ISAOs, including Arizona, Indiana, Louisiana, Michigan, New Jersey, 871 
Kansas, and Virginia. The organizational modules and the services and 872 
capabilities that these states employ are varied. The goal of this section is to 873 
provide state governments that have yet to create an ISAO, and those looking to 874 
formalize and/or centralize current information-sharing practices, with a list of 875 
possible organizational modules. Differing variations of the state ISAO and where 876 
they fall within the overall state organizational structure will depend on several 877 
factors. Those factors include the types of services, level of services, capabilities, 878 
and overall mission of the state-level ISAO. These following are only intended to 879 
serve as examples and are not meant to be prescriptive. The organizational 880 
branches listed in the examples below are not specifically required of the ISAO in 881 
that particular model. Again, their purpose is to serve only as a guide or offer a 882 
possibility of how the state-level ISAO could be structured.  883 

7.1 INTEGRATED—STATE HOMELAND SECURITY 884 

DEPARTMENT 885 

In this model, the state-level ISAO falls under the state’s Homeland Security 886 
Department. The branches within this model include security awareness and 887 
training, security operations center, analysis, partnerships and governance, risk, 888 
and compliance. The advantage of this model would be in its ability to 889 
incorporate the cyber emergency response plan into the state’s overall 890 
emergency operations. A disadvantage would be the need to recruit and retain 891 
cyber talent. A challenge for this ISAO is being able to easily integrate into the 892 
state’s cybersecurity systems (if implemented by the state’s technology agency). 893 
One reason for adopting this model would be to leverage the Homeland Security 894 
Department’s response capabilities throughout the state.  895 
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 896 

Figure 2. State ISAO Integrated w/DHS 897 

7.2 INTEGRATED—STATE IT AGENCY REPORTING TO CIO 898 

In this model, the state-level ISAO reports directly to the state CIO. The 899 
organizational services in this model could include security awareness and 900 
training, security operations center, and partnerships. Advantages of this model 901 
include direct access to the highest IT officer in the state and being within the 902 
state’s IT agency. One disadvantage is that the state-level ISAO does not fall 903 
directly within the state CISO’s responsibility. This could create potential conflicts 904 
in roles and responsibilities within the state’s security team.  905 

 906 

Figure 3. State ISAO Reporting to State CIO 907 

7.3 INTEGRATED—STATE IT AGENCY REPORTING TO 908 

CISO 909 

In this model, the state-level ISAO reports directly to the state CISO. The 910 
organizational services in this model could include security awareness and 911 
training, security operations center, and partnerships. The advantages of this 912 
model include being directly integrated with the state’s security team and being 913 
within the state’s IT agency. One disadvantage is potential communication 914 
challenges among the state’s homeland security department, state law 915 
enforcement, and National Guard.  916 
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 917 

Figure 4. State ISAO Reporting to State CISO 918 

7.4 INTEGRATED—STATE POLICE 919 

In this model, the state-level ISAO reports within the state law enforcement 920 
agency. The organizational services in this model could include security 921 
awareness and training, cyber-threat intelligence sharing, and cyber analytics. A 922 
reason for choosing this model would be if the mission of the ISAO is primarily to 923 
support law enforcement and provide investigative services. One disadvantage is 924 
potential challenges in getting access to the state’s security systems. There 925 
could also be challenges posed if the designated functions are under the same 926 
legal constraints as those governing a law enforcement agency. 927 

 928 

Figure 5. State ISAO Reporting to State Police 929 

7.5 COMBINED INTO A FUSION CENTER’S MISSION 930 

In this model, the state-level ISAO is integrated into a state-level fusion center. 931 
The organizational services in this model could include security awareness and 932 
training, cyber-threat intelligence sharing, and cyber analytics. The primary 933 
advantage with this model is that the state-level ISAO can take advantage of the 934 
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fusion centers’ preexisting infrastructure, analytical expertise, contacts, and 935 
partnerships. One disadvantage is with potential challengers getting access to 936 
the state’s security systems and tools. There could also be challenges with the 937 
types of services and capabilities the ISAO offers being under the same legal 938 
constraints as the fusion center.  939 

 940 

Figure 6. State ISAO Integrated w/Fusion Center 941 

7.6 STATE ISAO SUPPORTING FUSION CENTER 942 

This is a similar model to that above with one slight addition. In this example, the 943 
state-level ISAO organizational structure falls under the state’s IT agency. 944 
However, there is an official relationship with the state’s fusion center. An 945 
example of this is the Indiana Information Sharing and Analysis Center, which 946 
through a memorandum of understanding serves as the primary cyber capability 947 
for the Indiana Intelligence Fusion Center. There are a few advantages with this 948 
model. First, both agencies can leverage the strengths of each other. Second, 949 
this allows for an improved synchronization of cyber efforts. One of the main 950 
disadvantages with this model is that policies, processes, and communication 951 
can become more challenging because multiple state agencies are involved. 952 
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 953 

Figure 7. State ISAO Supporting Fusion Center 954 

7.7 REPORTING TO THE GOVERNOR’S OFFICE 955 

In this model, the state-level ISAO reports directly to the governor’s office. The 956 
organizational services in this model could include security awareness and 957 
training, security operations center, cyber analysis, and partnerships. The 958 
advantages of this model include direct access to the highest executive office in 959 
the state. This would ensure that the state’s cybersecurity concerns are being 960 
addressed with the governor. One disadvantage is that the state-level ISAO does 961 
not fall directly within the state CIO’s or CISO’s responsibility. This could create 962 
potential conflicts in roles and responsibilities between the state’s security team.  963 

 964 

Figure 8. State ISAO integrated w/Governor’s Office 965 

7.8 NON-PROFIT 501(C)(3) MODEL 966 

Some states, such as Arizona and Wisconsin, have chosen to use a non-profit 967 
model for a public-private partnership. Arizona joined the Arizona Cyber Threat 968 
Response Alliance (ACTRA) and incorporated ACTRA into its emergency 969 
response plan Annex G for cyber incident response. In this model, the state and 970 
municipalities are members of the non-profit ISAO and share non-attributable 971 
information with other member organizations through the Security Operations 972 
Center. In addition to free training, the state and municipalities also benefit from 973 
crowd-sourcing cyber incident response, if requested, to assist with cyber 974 
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incidents. Finally, in Arizona, the 501(c)(3) also places a person inside the state 975 
fusion center for cyber situational awareness in the private sector.  976 

 977 

Figure 9. Non-Profit Model 978 

8 GOVERNANCE  979 

A formal operational governance model helps people answer questions—such as 980 
“Why are we doing this?” “Is this OK?” “Whose call is this?” and “Who do we 981 
need to tell about this?”—and to know when to ask such questions. A formal 982 
governance operating model is the mechanism used by the board and 983 
management to translate the elements of the governance framework and policies 984 
into practices, procedures, and job responsibilities within the state-level ISAO. 985 
The major components of a formal operational governance model are structure, 986 
oversight responsibilities, culture, and infrastructure. 987 

Structure will vary, depending upon design and reporting factors. Section 7 988 
presents several potential organizational models for consideration. In each model 989 
presented, a Board of Advisors will most likely include a number of the 990 
stakeholders identified in Section 4. This board will set the strategic vision for the 991 
state-level ISAO. The reporting structure of a state-level ISAO will consist of a 992 
structure that is understandable to internal employees and external stakeholders, 993 
as shown, for example, in the diagram depicted in section 7.1 of this document. 994 

Oversight responsibilities create well-understood lines of authority and 995 
accountability at all levels and areas of the organization. This includes both the 996 
Board of Advisors oversight and responsibilities and management authority and 997 
accountability. It is critical within a state-level ISAO that there are clearly defined 998 
decision rights such that people understand the authority—and the limits of the 999 
authority—associated with their positions in a state-level ISAO. The management 1000 
of the state-level ISAO should include an executive director to direct or 1001 
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coordinate the day-to-day activities of the ISAO, in support of the board’s 1002 
strategic vision, and directors for each of the services that the state-level ISAO 1003 
wants to provide. The selection of these individuals should be compatible with 1004 
their current state positions. 1005 

The culture of the organization is summarized by the business and operating 1006 
principles of the organization. For example, the state-level ISAO might decide to 1007 
create a culture of trust by ensuring that all information sharing is anonymized by 1008 
the ISAO by removing the entity name from any shared reporting. This is the 1009 
guiding principle that the organizational infrastructure will be designed around. 1010 

Infrastructure includes the policies, procedures, reporting, and communication 1011 
methods designed to meet the business and operating principles, while also 1012 
including the technology to be used by the organization. These are the “how to” 1013 
procedures the organization will use and should support the business and 1014 
operating principles set by the Board of Advisors. 1015 

 1016 

Figure 10. Governance Model 1017 

 1018 
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9 ADMINISTRATION 1019 

 1020 

Figure 11. State ISAO Admin Org Chart 1021 

ISAO 100-2, Section 4.16, discusses the importance of creating an effective 1022 
governance model for an ISAO, stating that “the need for a defined governance 1023 
model that articulates how the ISAO will be directed and overseen is an 1024 
important initial requirement for an emerging ISAO. Depending on its vision and 1025 
goals, the ISAO may choose to establish itself as an informal group with a looser 1026 
set of operating rules, or it may choose at the outset to establish itself as a formal 1027 
operating entity. It is important to recognize that the vision, goals, and 1028 
membership of the ISAO may change considerably over time, which may support 1029 
consideration of starting an ISAO with a smaller, less-formal organization and 1030 
making changes to the governance structure as the ISAO evolves and matures.” 1031 

There are many ways a state might have an informal ISAO. For example, the 1032 
state CIO or CISO may be the executive director of the state ISAO, responsible 1033 
for the overall daily direction of the ISAO. A Board of Advisors, consisting of 1034 
many of the senior leaders identified in Section 4.2 or leaders of agencies 1035 
participating in the ISAO, would set the strategic direction of the ISAO. Virginia, 1036 
for example, has a State Cybersecurity Panel that meets quarterly in a public 1037 
forum, focusing on cybersecurity issues. This panel consists of representatives 1038 
from many of the agencies listed in Section 4.2 of this document and, for Virginia, 1039 

                                            
 

 

6See https://www.isao.org/products/isao-100-2-guidelines-for-establishing-an-
isao/ 

 

https://www.isao.org/products/isao-100-2-guidelines-for-establishing-an-isao/
https://www.isao.org/products/isao-100-2-guidelines-for-establishing-an-isao/
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this would be the ideal venue for the state ISAO executive director to report to 1040 
and receive strategic direction from. 1041 

9.1 POSITIONS 1042 

The following is a list of potential duty positions required to support a state-level 1043 
ISAO. However, it is dependent on the services the ISAO plans to provide. While 1044 
it is assumed that the ISAO is focused on information sharing and analysis, if the 1045 
ISAO also desires to provide training and education, consider having separate 1046 
directors for each branch of service the ISAO provides, unless these services are 1047 
common to the mission. For example, the information-sharing branch may also 1048 
include the personnel who would provide incident response. In this instance, the 1049 
director of this branch would be responsible for overseeing both services. 1050 

Position/title: Executive director 1051 
Role: Strategy/policy/core team 1052 
Duties/responsibilities: Would have ultimate authority over and is responsible 1053 
for the ISAO; reviews progress reports; would have ultimate authority over the 1054 
technology agency resources; evaluates milestones and approves budgets; 1055 
evaluates and approves the communication plan, including status reports; 1056 
approves the project charter and project plans; and would have ultimate authority 1057 
over all work products. 1058 

Position/title: Director (of information sharing and analysis/incident 1059 
response/training and education, etc.) 1060 
Role: Core team 1061 
Duties/responsibilities: Leads the project team in developing the specific 1062 
business process, systems, and applications the ISAO would use. Leads the 1063 
project team in understanding how those systems and applications would 1064 
integrate into the state’s current process to the project leadership and project 1065 
team. As additional qualifications, the individual(s) would need to be able to 1066 
answer specific technical questions and have in-depth knowledge of the state’s 1067 
technical interdependences. 1068 

10 FISCAL CONSIDERATIONS  1069 

10.1 INTRODUCTION 1070 

This purpose of this section is to offer an approach to ISAO structuring and 1071 
planning at the state level, including support to public-private partnership efforts, 1072 
that reviews the fiscal aspects from regulatory structures, so that a state 1073 
considers operational and organizational formation against this important 1074 
structural backdrop.  1075 

10.2 SCOPE 1076 

Funding for the advancement of ISAOs should encompass both initial rollout and 1077 
mature operations at scale. Each state, considering a variety of factors (e.g., 1078 
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population density, risks to critical infrastructure, budget, projected end-state), 1079 
needs a fiscal plan that meets the objectives of its information sharing system. At 1080 
one end of a range of options, for example, an exemplar for an ISAO operations 1081 
and organization plan may entail municipal-level ISAOs and public-private ISAOs 1082 
in multiple localities across the state linked via a distributed operations model. 1083 
The financial model supporting such an extensive structure, for example, would 1084 
differ from the stand-up and operation of a single ISAO at the state level. 1085 
Moreover, a mix of public and private funding sources can be considered for any 1086 
range of options, when legally permissible.  1087 

10.3 ORIENTATION: REGULATORY STRUCTURES AND 1088 

FUNDING MODELS 1089 

Currently existing large systems of administration in the states represent an 1090 
available structure for institutionalizing and funding ISAOs, at least in part, and 1091 
potentially producing financial benefits. There will be benefits and tradeoffs, 1092 
including regulatory considerations, that would come in implanting an ISAO 1093 
administration within any preexisting system of administration. Additionally, 1094 
enabling legislation might be necessary to authorize the incorporation of ISAO 1095 
operations within a system of administration. Still, all of the listed systems have a 1096 
logical and mission-oriented nexus to ISAO incorporation within them. In some 1097 
instances, the list represents a budget line item rather than a fiscal model (i.e., 1098 
ISAO operations would become part of a department budget). The following list is 1099 
representative only, and states are encouraged to explore alternative systems of 1100 
administration. Note also that the listed titles may represent a fiscal approach 1101 
that is not necessarily organized in a state as a system of administration. Our 1102 
objective in providing this representative list is to offer concepts for a state to 1103 
consider in its ISAO fiscal planning efforts. It is not to mandate any specific level 1104 
of state financial support. That will vary from state to state and be dependent 1105 
upon both economic and political factors. Finally, funding strategies indicated in a 1106 
particular model may be mixed with other strategies, if legally permissible.  1107 

As a matter of clarification, we note that the following subsections should not be 1108 
interpreted as a call for regulation. Rather, various systems of administration 1109 
exist across the states, some in highly regulated or deregulated forms. This 1110 
section, therefore, is intended only to highlight systems of administration that 1111 
exist in order to trigger statewide assessment of their utility in helping enable and 1112 
support ISAOs.  1113 

10.3.1 CONSUMER PROTECTION  1114 

Many of the alleged harms from cyber threats are being addressed through 1115 
consumer protection authorities at the state and federal levels. Even in civil 1116 
litigation, most breach lawsuits have relied upon state laws when they afford a 1117 
private cause of action, which federal law does not. These approaches represent 1118 
enforcement and financial compensation strategies that typically address data 1119 
holders’ malfeasance or misfeasance in the event of a data compromise or other 1120 
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breach. Conversely, an ISAO represents a resource to improve situational 1121 
awareness and to share defensive mechanisms in response to cyber-attack 1122 
trends. In the context of consumer protection laws, a state may choose different 1123 
ways to address ISAOs. Different approaches may afford remedies, civil litigation 1124 
opportunities or protections, as well as institutionalizing certain consumer 1125 
protection activities. Such measures might provide, for example, safe harbors for 1126 
participation, requirements or incentives for participation, ISAO cyber-threat data 1127 
sharing mechanisms that protect consumer interests, and so forth. Some 1128 
approaches could entail budgetary considerations that would have to be 1129 
addressed.  1130 

10.3.2 PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSIONS  1131 

An ISAO represents an institutional approach to sharing information to reduce 1132 
risk. across public and private sectors. Cyber attacks have the potential to create 1133 
catastrophic public risk. The dimensions of that risk and the ISAO construct 1134 
indicate that an ISAO could be deemed a public utility—an entity engaged in 1135 
benevolent efforts to protect the public from cyber threats and to help respond to 1136 
a cyber-attack. As such, a state might consider to comprehensively govern ISAO 1137 
operations, including funding, within the authorities of its public utility 1138 
commission.  1139 

10.3.3 STATE STRUCTURES AND BUDGET (PUBLIC SAFETY, 1140 

NATIONAL GUARD, LAW ENFORCEMENT, ELECTIONS, 1141 

EDUCATION, HEALTH, ETC.) 1142 

The mission of an ISAO is to lead cyber-threat exchange and analysis across its 1143 
membership and related stakeholders. As such, its functions and workflow span 1144 
the continuum of cyber-threat collection, analysis, and reporting. The outcome of 1145 
this workflow is increased awareness, resilience, and deployment of defensive 1146 
measures by members and stakeholders. By pooling this capability, there are 1147 
cost savings to those members and stakeholders. Accordingly, a state and sub-1148 
government offices across the state may choose to establish a distinct budget 1149 
line item to support ISAO operations in order to obtain the benefits of ISAO 1150 
operations.  1151 

10.3.4 TELECOMMUNICATIONS  1152 

Cyber is generally understood to be part of the information and communication 1153 
technologies (ICT) sector. Telecommunications are most commonly regulated at 1154 
the federal level; however, public utility commissions, the cable industry, the 1155 
wireless industry, and other ICT innovations and activities often intersect at state 1156 
and municipality levels. Various tariff, licensing, and other fiscal mechanisms 1157 
exist across the states that promote or regulate the ICT industry in ways that 1158 
benefit the public. A state might consider incorporating ISAOs within this system 1159 
of administration.  1160 
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10.3.5 INSURANCE  1161 

Cyber insurance has become prevalent in the marketplace. Insurance is often 1162 
regulated within states by an insurance commissioner. ISAOs present risk-1163 
reducing practices and information that could be useful for insurance purposes. 1164 
As such, insurance commissioners, if properly empowered, could consider 1165 
deploying fiscal measures to support ISAOs within their jurisdiction. Among them 1166 
are establishing parameters with respect to the licensing and oversight of 1167 
insurance carriers and cyber-insurance products.  1168 

10.3.6 DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE AND TAXATION  1169 

State taxation bureaus present a particularly efficacious ISAO use-case fiscal 1170 
mechanism. Tax fraud through hacking has become widespread. ISAOs help 1171 
combat this attack vector by informing members and stakeholders of attack 1172 
trends and by sharing defensive measures. As such, a taxation authority could, if 1173 
properly empowered, create fee-based or budgeted allocations to ISAOs that 1174 
support the protection of tax authorities.  1175 

10.3.7 GENERAL TAXATION  1176 

A state might consider establishing a tariff, much like exists with 1177 
telecommunications universal service taxes that are imposed upon all users, 1178 
whereby the public benefits of ISAOs are partly funded through a taxation 1179 
regime.  1180 

10.3.8 PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP EXAMPLE  1181 

Having discussed the policy implications and benefits of public-private partnering 1182 
in earlier sections of this document, we note that public-private partnership 1183 
models offer a variety of differing use cases. In one model, it has come to be 1184 
characterized by a system of outsourcing a public utility to a private vendor with 1185 
certain start-up project funding and subsequent revenue-sharing arrangements 1186 
after the service is offered for sale to the public. Toll roads, for example, have 1187 
sometimes been created under this approach. A model like this could be 1188 
established for ISAOs.  1189 

By way of example, the state of Wisconsin chose to create a public-private 501 1190 
(c)(3) partnership ISAO model with independent state departments having their 1191 
own memberships as part of the model (e.g., the state CIO and departments 1192 
under his purview have a single membership and the Wisconsin National Guard 1193 
has its own membership to the ISAO). Wisconsin’s choice was primarily based 1194 
on legal issues, both financial and liability, regarding a state directed public-1195 
private ISAO using public funds, as well as personnel responsible for running an 1196 
ISAO. Additionally, the state CIO is prohibited from sharing governmental 1197 
information with select private-sector partners. However, he is allowed to pay for 1198 
membership with public funds and share governmental information with an 1199 
operationally focused third party (e.g., ISAO) as part of a collective network 1200 
defense initiative. 1201 
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10.3.9 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND PRIVATE MARKETS 1202 

Information-sharing entities originally were established and operated in the 1203 
private sector. As the model has matured, some entrepreneurs and leaders have 1204 
viewed this capability, along with the cyber market more generally, as a valuable 1205 
economic development initiative for communities. Accordingly, many states have 1206 
created cyber initiatives that incorporate innovation, jobs programs, and other 1207 
economic development dimensions. Other programs, both government funded 1208 
and commercial, offer market-based efforts that could be used to support ISAOs. 1209 
States may want to look at these models and collaborate with associated 1210 
organizations that advance private-sector approaches to establishing ISAOs.  1211 

10.3.10 COMPREHENSIVE, FEE-BASED ACROSS SYSTEMS OF 1212 

ADMINISTRATION  1213 

A state may choose to design a fiscal model across all of its systems of 1214 
administration, if properly empowered, whereby each regime pays a fee to 1215 
support ISAOs. This would be a model whereby the ISAO would universally 1216 
support all systems of administration, rather than being instituted primarily within 1217 
one.  1218 

11 FEDERAL RESOURCES 1219 

11.1 DHS 1220 

The DHS National Protection and Programs Directorate’s Office of Cybersecurity 1221 
and Communications (CS&C) is charged with helping to secure a stronger 1222 
nation-wide cybersecurity risk posture through capabilities, products, and 1223 
services. CS&C fosters trusted relationships among homeland security advisors, 1224 
state-level CIOs, SLTT government officials, and stakeholder associations to 1225 
better manage cyber risk. CS&C also leads, coordinates, and provides 1226 
information on efforts that motivate actions to protect SLTT cyber interests, 1227 
including providing federal government products, resources, and personnel to 1228 
build partner capacity. 1229 

In support of its SLTT ISAO customers, CS&C facilitates connections with 1230 
information-sharing programs and services. Many of these programs and 1231 
services use a voluntary, collaborative approach to helping customers 1232 
understand and manage their cyber risk. CS&C incorporates privacy and civil 1233 
liberties protections in every product, tool, service, and program it offers.  1234 

In further support of information sharing and collaboration, CS&C leverages the 1235 
functions of the Cybersecurity Framework, developed by the National Institute of 1236 
Standards and Technology: identify, protect, detect, respond, and recover.  1237 
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11.2 PROGRAMS TO IMPROVE INFORMATION SHARING 1238 

AND AWARENESS7 1239 

11.2.1 NATIONAL CYBER AWARENESS SYSTEM 1240 

Description: Cyber alerts and advisories. Timely information about security topics 1241 
and threats via subscription to a mailing list. NCCIC provides current activity, 1242 
alerts, bulletins, and security tips to stakeholders. 1243 

11.2.2 HOMELAND SECURITY INFORMATION NETWORK  1244 

Description: Collaboration. The NCCIC portal provides stakeholders a platform to 1245 
securely collaborate and share cybersecurity information, threat analysis, and 1246 
products within trusted communities of interest.  1247 

11.2.3 SYSTEM FOR AUTOMATED INDICATOR SHARING  1248 

Description: Cyber threat indicator exchange. Enables real-time bidirectional 1249 
exchange of cyber-threat indicators at machine speed, with the goal of reducing 1250 
the number of cyber attacks.  1251 

11.2.4 CYBERSECURITY ADVISORS AND PROTECTED 1252 

SECURITY ADVISORS  1253 

Description: Cybersecurity best practices, assessments, and support. Regionally 1254 
located personnel who engage state and local governments, election crime 1255 
coordinators, and vendors to offer immediate and sustained assistance, 1256 
coordination, and outreach to prepare and protect from cyber and physical 1257 
threats.  1258 

11.2.5 INDUSTRIAL CONTROL SYSTEMS ADVISORIES FOR 1259 

STATE-OWNED CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE  1260 

Description: Incident advisories and reporting. Industrial Control Systems (ICS) 1261 
specializes in control system incident alerts, tips, and advisories. Available 1262 
publications include the ICS-CERT Monitor, a newsletter for personnel actively 1263 
engaged in protecting critical infrastructure assets; joint security awareness 1264 
reports for the public; and annual reports and white papers.  1265 

                                            
 

 

7 See https://www.dhs.gov/ 

 

https://www.dhs.gov/
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11.3 EDUCATION AND TRAINING 1266 

11.3.1 STOP. THINK. CONNECT TOOLKIT 1267 

Description: Educational material. Resources and materials to help promote 1268 
cybersecurity awareness. Provides a better understanding of cyber threats and 1269 
empowers people to be safer and more secure online.  1270 

11.3.2 FEDERAL VIRTUAL TRAINING ENVIRONMENT  1271 

Description: Career development. Online and on-demand cybersecurity training 1272 
system for federal/SLTT government personnel and veterans. Courses range 1273 
from beginner to advanced levels. Training is accessible from any Internet-1274 
enabled computer.  1275 

11.3.3 NATIONAL INITIATIVE FOR CYBERSECURITY CAREERS 1276 

AND STUDIES CATALOG  1277 

Description: Career development. Catalog of more than 3,000 cybersecurity-1278 
related courses both online and in person from more than 125 different providers 1279 
across the nation. Courses are aligned to the specialty areas of the National 1280 
Cybersecurity Workforce Framework. 1281 

11.4 FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 1282 

The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) is the lead federal agency for 1283 
investigating cyber attacks by criminals, overseas adversaries, and terrorists and 1284 
has many programs for the SLTT community as well as the private sector and 1285 
citizens who are focused on improved cyber information sharing, cyber-crime 1286 
prevention, reporting, and response. The FBI maintains an Office of Private 1287 
Sector that provides an organized, coordinated, and horizontal approach as to 1288 
how the FBI engages with the private sector. The FBI is an active participant in 1289 
various regional InfraGard organizations that are public/private not-for-profit 1290 
institutions that attempt to consolidate and exploit the knowledge bases and 1291 
experiences of the participants. These are further described below. 1292 

11.5 PROGRAMS FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT 1293 

The Office of Partner Engagement handles outreach to the law enforcement 1294 
community. There is a dedicated portal platform, Law Enforcement Online, for 1295 
collaboration.8  1296 

                                            
 

 

8 See https://www.fbi.gov/resources/law-enforcement for additional details 

https://www.fbi.gov/resources/law-enforcement
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11.6 CYBER TASK FORCES  1297 

Each field office has a cyber task force (CTF) to help investigate cyber crimes. 1298 
These critical investigative groups are also involved in outreach to law 1299 
enforcement and the private sector. When a company has had an incident and it 1300 
contacts its local law enforcement, the CTF can help with advanced tools and 1301 
cyber SMEs.  1302 

11.7 PROGRAMS FOR STATES, BUSINESSES, AND 1303 

CITIZENS 1304 

11.7.1 THE INTERNET CRIMES COMPLAINT CENTER 1305 

The mission of the Internet Crime Complaint Center (IC3) is to provide the public 1306 
with a reliable and convenient reporting mechanism to submit information to the 1307 
FBI concerning suspected Internet-facilitated fraud schemes and to develop 1308 
effective alliances with law enforcement and industry partners. Information is 1309 
analyzed and disseminated for investigative and intelligence purposes to law 1310 
enforcement and for public awareness. 1311 

This can be helpful to state and local entities when prioritizing what cyber crimes 1312 
to focus on in terms of allocating budget resources for education and prevention.9  1313 

11.7.2 INFRAGARD 1314 

InfraGard is a partnership between the FBI and the private sector. It is an 1315 
association of people who represent businesses, academic institutions, state and 1316 
local law enforcement agencies, and other participants dedicated to sharing 1317 
information and intelligence to prevent hostile acts against the United States10.  1318 

11.7.3 DOMESTIC SECURITY ADVISORY COUNCIL 1319 

The Domestic Security Alliance Council (DSAC) is a security and intelligence-1320 
sharing initiative between the FBI, the Department of Homeland Security, and the 1321 
private sector. Created in 2005, DSAC enables an effective two-way flow of 1322 
vetted information between the FBI and participating members to help prevent, 1323 
detect, and investigate threats affecting American businesses11.  1324 

                                            
 

 

9 See https://www.ic3.gov/default.aspx for more information including annual reports located   
here: https://www.ic3.gov/media/annualreports.aspx 
10 See https://www.infragard.org/ for more details 
11 See https://www.dsac.gov/  

 

https://www.ic3.gov/default.aspx
https://www.ic3.gov/media/annualreports.aspx
https://www.infragard.org/
https://www.dsac.gov/
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FBI Cyber Division 1325 

The FBI Cyber Division is dedicated to getting cyber information into the hands of 1326 
the field offices and subsequently to the private sector as well as SLTT entities. It 1327 
focuses on disseminating strategic threat information on topics such as business 1328 
email compromise and ransomware. Another key function of this group is to 1329 
partner with government agencies, non-profits, private industry, and academia to 1330 
exchange detailed cyber information and indicators at all levels of classification to 1331 
facilitate improved situational awareness and operations12.  1332 

11.7.4 NATIONAL CYBER TRAINING & FORENSICS ALLIANCE 1333 

The National Cyber Training & Forensics Alliance (NCFTA)—created in 1997 and 1334 
based in Pittsburgh—has become an international model for bringing together 1335 
law enforcement, private industry, and academia to build and share resources, 1336 
strategic information, and threat intelligence to identify and stop emerging cyber 1337 
threats and mitigate existing ones. 1338 

The FBI Cyber Division’s Cyber Initiative and Resource Fusion Unit (CIRFU) 1339 
works with the NCFTA, which draws its intelligence from the hundreds of private-1340 
sector NCFTA members, NCFTA intelligence analysts, Carnegie Mellon 1341 
University’s Computer Emergency Response Team, and the FBI’s Internet Crime 1342 
Complaint Center. This extensive knowledge base has helped CIRFU play a key 1343 
strategic role in some of the FBI’s most significant cyber cases in the past 1344 
several years13. 1345 

11.7.5 DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 1346 

This past year, the Department of Health and Human Services convened a cyber 1347 
task force to develop recommendations on how to improve our cyber defenses 1348 
for healthcare14.  1349 

11.7.6 NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR STANDARDS AND 1350 

TECHNOLOGY 1351 

The National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST) is the creator of 1352 
the Cyber Security Framework, a widely used benchmark on cyber hygiene15.  1353 

                                            
 

 

12 See https://www.dsac.gov/  
13 See http://www.ncfta.net/ for more information 
14See https://www.phe.gov/preparedness/planning/cybertf/documents/report2017.pdf to view 
the report 
15See https://www.nist.gov/cyberframework/industry-resources for additional resources 

 

https://www.dsac.gov/
http://www.ncfta.net/
https://www.phe.gov/preparedness/planning/cybertf/documents/report2017.pdf
https://www.nist.gov/cyberframework/industry-resources
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The NIST Cyber Center of Excellence (NCCOE) is a collaborative hub where 1354 
industry organizations, government agencies, and academic institutions work 1355 
together to address businesses’ most pressing cybersecurity issues. This public-1356 
private partnership enables the creation of practical cybersecurity solutions for 1357 
specific industries, as well as for broad, cross-sector technology challenges16. 1358 

12 CONCLUSION 1359 

Through this document, we have attempted to describe how ISAOs can be an 1360 
effective mechanism in the national effort to combat the increasing cybersecurity 1361 
threat that this nation will continue to experience, one that threatens our national 1362 
security; the safety and dependability of our institutions, resources, and public 1363 
services; and our personal, financial security. We have offered a variety of 1364 
mechanisms for public-private cooperation within the ISAO movement, 1365 
particularly directed at involving and telescoping the resources of the states to 1366 
work synergistically with their private-sector counterparts. In doing so, we have 1367 
described a number of approaches, structures, and existing state-level 1368 
resources, as well as other federal adjuncts, that state, local, tribal, and other 1369 
public entities might employ to work effectively within, or simply with, ISAOs. 1370 
Current cybersecurity exigencies, coupled with severe state budgetary realities, 1371 
compel this cooperative effort. 1372 

                                            
 

 

16 See https://www.nccoe.nist.gov to view a variety of projects and use cases 

https://www.nccoe.nist.gov/

